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By Lee A. Breakiron 

 

 

ARRESTED  DEVELOPMENT 
 

     In the editorial of the first issue of REH: Lone Star Fictioneer (hereafter REH: LSF), dated spring, 

1975, editor Byron L. Roark declared the new fanzine to be “the effort of much blood, sweat, tears and 

joy.  …  At first, we simply wanted to give Robert E. Howard fandom a good magazine, with a few 

REH tales and articles pertaining to the basic concepts surrounding and encompassing the subject.  

Then, due to the co-operation and advice of Glenn Lord, it was decided to expand and enlarge upon 

the original base—to extend out hopes and wishes to a new height—the stuff that dreams are made of.  

First, it was decided to add art to our format.  Not just any art, mind—but the art that fans had become 

accustomed to seeing associated with the prose of REH; outstanding artists as John P. Severin, Tim 

Conrad, Steve Fabian, Roy Krenkel, etc.  Luckily, we were able to print work by all of these folks, 

who were glad to contribute and help us out.”  [1]  He added that he and publisher Arnold M. “Arnie” 

Fenner decided to present lesser known fantasy artists, as well as to broaden the scope of the 

publication to include fantasy fiction in general.  He ended with the dedication: 

 

This, and all future issues are humbly dedicated to the memory of Robert Ervin 

Howard, a man who rose above the restrictions and rules of his environment and times to 

become forever enshrined in whatever Valhalla there be for fallen scribes—men of vision 

and imagination, travellers into the mists of time and space.  His name is inscribed into 

the Book of the Immortals, never to die as long as his words survive. [2] 

 

     And in his part of the editorial, Fenner sketched the accomplishments of contributors Karl Edward 

Wagner, Glenn Lord, John Severin, Steve Fabian, Tim Conrad, and others, and included photos of 

Wagner, Severin, Roark, and himself. 

 

     Thus began REH: LSF, one of the prettiest, most ambitious, and most consistently good fanzines 

from the Howard Boom of the 1970s, edited by Roark and published by Fenner, who had learned 

fanzining from writer Tom Reamy (1935-1977), who produced the slick fanzines Trumpet and 

Nickelodeon.  The zine was named after the chapter “Lone Star Fictioneer” in Lord’s The Last Celt: A 

Bio-Bibliography of Robert Ervin Howard (Donald Grant, 1976).  All four issues of REH:LSF were 

8.5 x 11-inch saddle-stapled and offset-printed on cardstock-quality paper and published quarterly by 

the “Nemedian Chronicles” in Kansas City and, later, Shawnee Mission, Kan.  Limited to 500 copies, 

the first issue sold out before most fans even knew of its existence.  Starting as a semi-prozine, it could 

be characterized as a prozine by its third issue. 
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     Running 48 black-and-white typed pages with a cover price of $2.50, issue #1 featured the first 

appearance of Howard’s short noir yarn “The Loser” (titled by Glenn Lord), a reprint of the humorous 

Buckner Grimes western “Knife River Prodigal,” and the second appearance of the Solomon Kane 

fragment “Death’s Black Riders.”  Lord contributed a 4-page article entitled “The Writing Game,” 

leading it off with a photo of REH boxing with his friend Dave Lee (from The Last Celt) and then 

surveying Howard’s publishing career in terms of his motivations, venues, and sales.  REH was 15 

when he entered the “writing game,” as he called it.  “I took up writing simply because it seemed to 

promise an easier mode of work, more money, and more freedom than any other job I’d tried.” [3]  He 

was 18 when he made his first professional sale, the caveman story “Spear and Fang” to the pulp Weird 

 

REH:LSF  

#1 (1975); 

cover by 

Stephen 

Fabian. 
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Tales in 1925 for $16.  He went on to publish stories in 48 of the 80 issues of Weird Tales up to 1936 

and in some 78 other magazines, not to mention unpaid contributions to the fanzine The Fantasy Fan 

and the semi-prozine Marvel Tales, earning a fairly decent income for the Great Depression.  However, 

Weird Tales delayed his remuneration until it owed him about $1350 at his death, which was eventually 

paid to his father.  Howard had to rewrite the novelette “Wolfshead” from memory after a Weird Tales 

artist misplaced the original typescript. 

 

     Despite his sales, many of his submissions were rejected.  Lord states: 

 

He did, however, find it necessary to work from time to time at such jobs as might be 

found in a small town like Cross Plains, Texas:  soda jerking in a local drugstore, clerking 

in both a grocery and dry-goods store, being a public stenographer, writing up oil news 

for various Texas and Oklahoma newspapers, and working on a surveying crew.  In the 

Fall of 1926, he attended the academy at Howard Payne College, taking a bookkeeping 

course.  He graduated in August of 1927, but there is little evidence he ever used this 

course to any extent.  Perhaps it was just as well; his handwriting was execrable. [4] 

 

     Howard’s first attempt to market a book was for a western he had rewritten for R. Fowler Gafford, 

a resident of REH’s hometown of Cross Plains, but the fate of the novel remains a mystery.  Howard’s 

next submissions, the poetry book Singers in the Shadows and the autobiographical novel Post Oaks 

and Sand Roughs, were rejected.  His first published book, A Gent from Bear Creek, didn’t appear 

until 1937, the year after his death.  Singers was finally published in 1970 and Post Oaks in 1990, both 

by Donald M. Grant and through the efforts of Lord. 

 

     Then Roark weighs in with a survey and review of the Marvel color comics Conan the Barbarian 

and Kull the Conqueror and the Marvel magazines Monsters Unleashed! #1, Dracula Lives! #3 (both 

featuring Solomon Kane), Savage Tales (starring Conan), and The Savage Sword of Conan.  The article 

is illustrated with art from the comics and from a Marie Severin portfolio.   Roark credits the abilities 

of Marvel writer and REH fan Roy Thomas and artists Barry Smith, Gil Kane, John Buscema, Neal 

Adams, siblings Marie and John Severin, Alfredo Alcala, and others for producing good stories, but 

“not Robert E. Howard’s conception of Conan,” a conclusion that is certainly debatable.  He does 

concede that writers Thomas and Gardner Fox and artists Kane and Frank Brunner did fine adaptations 

of REH’s “Dig Me No Grave,” “Valley of the Worm,” and “The Horror from the Mound,” and that, in 

his elaboration of the Solomon Kane fragment “Castle of the Devil” into a confrontation with Dracula, 

Thomas “managed to concoct a readable story from what would have been pure tripe in someone else’s 

hands.”  Roark rightfully celebrates the Thomas and Smith adaptation of “Red Nails” and “Cimmeria” 

in the large-format Marvel Treasury as “Conan’s finest hour” in comics.  Savage Sword showcased 

adaptations of “Black Colossus,” “Iron Shadows in the Moon,” and “A Witch Shall Be Born.”  Roark 

faults Marvel’s rare use of chain mail in Conan’s wardrobe and the relative overuse of action in the 

adaptations, both of which seem to me to represent probably necessary concessions to graphic 

presentations meant for a new, popular audience [5]. 

 

     Next, issue #1 contains a 7-page portfolio of REH characters by John Severin, Stan Dresser, Tim 

Conrad, Herb Arnold, Fenner, and Fabian.  The latter also produced the cover.  The zine also features 

illustrations by Roy Krenkel, though these are probably forgeries [6,7].  The issue was rounded out 

with “The Once and Future Kane,” an 8-page article by author Karl Edward Wagner (1945-1994) about 

the inspiration for his “acid gothic” character Kane, an immortal outcast partly based on Howard’s 

Solomon Kane, but intended to be more realistic and psychologically terrifying.  
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     Sporting a striking cover by Fabian, issue #2, dated summer, 1975, ran 76 black-and-white pages 

on better page stock than #1, with no cover price or mention of print run.  In his editorial, Roark points 

to the more professional quality material commissioned for the issue and says, “When the time comes 

that we can no longer get good unpublished Robert E. Howard fiction, we’ll quit.” [8]  The mere fact 

that he was paying his contributors was unusual enough in a fan publication.  He remarks on the then 

current upsurge in popularity of REH’s fiction, evidenced by the publication of the Grant, FAX, and 

Zebra books and the comics.  Roark himself wrote REH-related articles in The Howard Review #5 

(1976) and REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #1 (1976) and #4 (1977). 

 

REH:LSF 

#2 (summer, 

1975); 

cover by 

Fabian. 
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     In his editorial, Fenner extols Howard’s depiction of beautiful female characters as a lead-in to the 

first publication of “Sword Woman” (the first “Dark Agnes” de Chastillon pirate adventure) and a 

strange portfolio of three semi-explicit photographs of actress Veronica Carlson supposedly portraying 

a heroine from the Solomon Kane story “Castle of the Undead” by Roy Thomas.  Fenner specifically 

denies the photos are meant to be pornographic. 

 

     A contributors section presents photos of REH, artists Carl Potts and John and Marie Severin, 

Roark, and Fenner, the latter in short-shorts, “who feels that his legs rival Joe Namath’s” (referring to 

the famous pantyhose TV commercial).  The zine also features art by Brunner, Howard Chaykin, 

Fabian (on “Sword Woman”), Walter Simonson, and Alan Weiss.  Glenn Lord is again praised for his 

contributions. 

 

     Thereafter, Fenner and Roark, respectively, conduct extensive interviews of Roy Thomas and Barry 

Smith (accompanied by photos of them) about their award-winning contributions to Howardian Sword 

and Sorcery in the comics.  “Figuring a hot property like Conan would be out of our league,” Thomas 

says he initially considered adapting Lin Carter’s barbarian character Thongor, but eventually got 

permission from Lord and L. Sprague de Camp’s lawyers to publish stories about Conan and his 

Hyborian Age and, later, adaptations of REH stories.  The choice of artist and the print run of the early 

Conan the Barbarian issues were restricted by publisher Martin Goldman’s tight-fisted budgeting, 

which “probably cost Marvel some thousands of dollars in lost sales.”  The early issues featured 

Thomas/Smith adaptations of “The Grim Grey God,” “Zukala’s Daughter,” “The Tower of the 

Elephant,” “The God in the Bowl,” “Rogues in the House,” and “Hall of the Dead”; later ones presented 

“The Frost-Giant’s Daughter” and “Red Nails.”  Thomas and Smith were somewhat restricted in the 

sex and violence they could portray by editor Stan Lee, publisher Goldman, the Comics Code 

Authority, and “the parents of the younger readers,” but still pushed to extend those limits where they 

could.  “Comics,” Thomas says, “like TV and the like, must constantly fight the belief that they must 

be palatable and harmless to the lowest (or youngest) common denominator.” [9]  He admits to not 

trying to imitate Howard’s style completely, but says he tries to flesh out Conan’s character a bit.  The 

comic was almost cancelled until Thomas decided to depict a more savage, brawny Conan, seldom 

protected by armor, cutting a figure that would be best portrayed by John Buscema.  This change would 

carry over into the writing. 

 

     Thomas went on to incorporate into the Conan saga adaptations of other barbarian characters by 

Norvell Page, Fox, and Michael Moorcock, but defended this as an expression of fannish enthusiasm 

that did not have to impugn his respect for Howard.  Thomas predicts, accurately as it turns out, “that 

I’ll be surprised if, years from now, the Conan book—from Barry to Gil to John—isn’t looked on as 

some sort of minor milestone in comics, if only to point the way to something better.  If that’s 

immodest, at least I share the full glory with several artists—and with Robert E. Howard!” [10] Thomas 

also wrote and adapted Kull and Solomon Kane stories, as well as “The Valley of the Worm” and 

others, and would go on to adapt “The Worms of the Earth” and Almuric and write a series about Red 

Sonja, inspired by REH’s Red Sonya.  Unfortunately, he ends by underestimating Howard:  “but, 

though he was a much less important author than some he emulated (such as Lovecraft and Burroughs) 

he was still an entertainer who gave his all …” [11] 

 

     In Roark’s interview of Barry Smith, the artist says that the long-distance (from England), free-

wheeling collaboration he and Thomas had on the Conan comic worked well.  He attributed the abrupt 

change in his style to his study of the pre-Raphaelites and other English painters.  Growing friction 

between Smith and Marvel led to the separation of the two after he had penciled nine pages of “Worms 

of the Earth.”  Tim Conrad finished penciling the story and inked it all, producing a masterful piece 

about which The Cimmerian blogger Al Harron said, “the artwork, the exemplary translation, and the 
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clever use of panels show how incredible Howard comics could be.” [12]  Smith, later known as 

Windsor-Smith, went on to found Gorblimey Press to further his artistic pursuits. 

 

     REH:LSF #2 concludes with a 3-page King Kull portfolio by John and Marie Severin and a full-

page reproduction of the knife-and-gun photo of REH, which was the photo’s first publication. 

 

     Issue #3, dated fall, 1975 and with a cover price of $3.50, was a further improvement over the 

preceding entries in having a color wraparound cover (by Weiss and Rich Corben) and professional 

typesetting (by Reamy), rather than the typewritten copy of the first two issues.  It ran 64 pages, but 

no print run is given.  Fabian contributed the inside front and back covers.  Other illustrations, besides 

a Weiss portfolio, were provided by Chaykin, Alex Nino, Steve Leialoha, Craig Russell, Simonson, 

Alcala, and Marcus Boas.  

 

     After a contributors page again featuring photos of themselves, Roark and Fenner, in their editorial, 

appeal for letters of comment and then apologize to Roy Thomas, who took offense at their introduction 

and comments in the previous issue’s interviews of him and Barry Smith, but maintain their right to 

express their thoughts and feelings, though it may “open ourselves to condemnation from overly 

sensitive individuals …” [13]  One might surmise that these comments included Fenner’s statement 

that Thomas’s “fondness for Conan keeps him from allowing any other writers to take a shot at doing 

a story, sometimes resulting in reader boredom, from the occasional Thomas clunker.” [14] 

 

     The zine continues with the first publication of REH’s unsold spicy adventure, “Guns of 

Khartoum,” as always courtesy of Glenn Lord. 

 

     This is followed by Fenner’s article “Agonies and Ecstasies,” a review of several current REH 

fanzines, namely George Scithers’s Amra, Lord’s The Howard Collector, Wayne Warfield and George 

Hamilton’s Cross Plains, Jonathan Bacon’s Fantasy Crossroads, and Dennis McHaney’s The Howard 

Review, accompanied by photos of a bow-tied Bacon and a lanky McHaney.  Fenner notes the 

phenomenal increase in the popularity of Howard’s fiction since his death.  “There exists a spark of 

electricity in his polished scripts that has drawn a rather fervent group of followers to practically 

anything that sports REH’s byline over the years; unfortunately, even in cases where support is 

unwarranted.”  I suppose we must consider this praise by faint damnation.  “And it’s only natural that 

among the readers of Howard’s prose that there would emerge a group of admirers who obtain a great 

deal of pleasure from ‘spreading the good word,’ so to speak in the form of amateur publications and 

pamphlets devoted to REH and the genre he helped to create.”  [15]  Just “helped”?  

 

     Fenner calls Amra one of the most interesting and impressive fanzines of its type, though he says it 

suffers from taking its subject matter far too seriously (however, we will see that Fenner’s opposite, 

flippant attitude would mar his later forays in the field) and a lack of direction, allowing it to become 

little more than a soapbox for L. Sprague de Camp and Lin Carter to voice their opinions on the merits 

of themselves and other writers. 

 

     Fenner reserves his highest praise for Lord’s The Howard Collector, mostly on the basis of its vast 

store of information about, and unpublished poems and stories by, REH.  “Through the general mist 

of misunderstanding and faulty information surrounding him following his death, Robert E. Howard 

emerged as a reasonably thoughtful, depressingly moody, sometimes b.s.’ing author of weird fiction 

within a series of letters, auto-biographical notes, and well researched articles.” [16] 
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     Cross Plains is called a breath of fresh air which, though flawed, consistently improved through the 

presentation of unpublished or rarely reprinted stories by REH, checklists, and news effectively 

accentuated with art.  Fenner says that CP was marred by a seeming lack of cooperation between editor 

Warfield and publisher Hamilton, but always gave its customers their money’s worth. 

 

     Fantasy Crossroads, Fenner notes, was the first amateur publication primarily devoted to Conan’s 

creator that employed a standard magazine format.  He praises the extent and variety of FC’s contents, 

 

REH:LSF #3 

(fall, 1975); 

cover by Alan 

Weiss. 
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but faults its barely readable print and construction-paper layout, the uneven quality of the art, and 

editor Bacon’s predilection more for comics than Howard’s writings. 

 

     Dennis McHaney is described as showing “continual imagination, an occasional lapse of taste, and 

a spark of initiative that won’t let him stand still.” [17]  Fenner says McHaney’s enthusiasm 

overshadows the problems one finds with The Howard Review, including a changing format. 

 

     Next is another of the strange photographic portfolios, this time supposedly depicting Muriela from 

“Jewels of Gwahlur.”  At least it is of the fetching Caroline Munro. 

 

     The first of two highlights in issue #3 is a 9-page interview of agent for the Howard heirs and 

REHupan Glenn Lord, including a photo of him.  Lord’s tireless promotion of Howard and mentoring 

of his fans is conspicuous throughout.  Lord sketches his own biography, his involvement with the 

REH heirs, and his discovery of the trunkfull of Howard typescripts, including many unpublished 

stories, poems, and letters, which Lord purchased for a few hundred dollars.  He declares that REH’s 

former agent Oscar Friend made a mistake in allowing L. Sprague de Camp in on the editing and 

marketing of the Conan stories, resulting in the pastiche-laden Lancer paperbacks, and that he “didn’t 

care for [de Camp’s] business practices at all.” [18]  He first encountered REH’s work in Skull-Face 

and Others (Arkham House, 1946) around 1951.  The book so impressed him that be began buying 

others, starting with the Gnome Press Conans.  Now he is the world’s foremost collector of Howard, 

with a collection worth millions (though some of it was lost to water damage in Hurricane Ike of 2008).  

He doesn’t claim the books are great literature, though, but should be read for entertainment.  When 

asked what he thought of Howard as a person, he replies: 

 

Since he was writing to earn a living, Howard tended to be hasty; consequently, there are 

errors of fact, inconsistencies in some stories.  And he tended to overuse certain names—

Kirby, Stephen, Allison, etc.—and certain adjectives and/or descriptive phrases.  As an 

individual, he was apparently moody, from what I have heard.  I suspect he could carry a 

grudge if crossed, though the impression I have is that he was fairly easy going.  And he 

seemed to have lacked the ability to rebound from the imminent loss of 

something/someone he loved as well as most persons.  When his dog, Patch, sickened to 

die, he left home until it was over, and seems to have never mentioned the dog afterward.  

And we know what happened when his mother entered her final coma. [19] 

 

     Lord speaks highly of publisher Donald Grant, who was the only one interested in publishing much of 

REH’s material other than major fantasy series while Lord was an agent and took a financial risk in doing 

so.  He says there have been numerous inquiries about a Conan movie (though none by a studio), but a 

movie was currently precluded by the Lancer bankruptcy mess.  Concerning “posthumous collaborations,” 

he says, “I can see some collaborations as a necessary evil, but if I have my way, a lot of the 

unfinished/incomplete material will remain that way.  After all, apparently Howard could not complete 

some of his own endeavors, and it is unlikely that someone can come in ‘cold’ and do anything original 

with the fragment.” [20]  Lord does admit to limited licensing of Bran Mak Morn and Cormac Mac Art 

pastiches and a looser, more open-ended arrangement with Marvel Comics to use Conan and, soon, other 

REH characters, as well as to adapt REH stories.  He acknowledges the success of comics in promoting 

Howard, especially since the disappearance of the Lancer paperbacks from the bookstands, and thinks 

Roy Thomas, on the whole, has done quite well in his adaptations.  Asked about other REH biographies, 

Lord notes that de Camp’s The Miscast Barbarian (Gerry de la Ree, 1975) was based to a large extent on 

information he himself unearthed. 

 

     The second highlight of the issue is the ground-breaking article in Howard literary criticism, “Vultures 

over Cross Plains,” by Roark, the first serious condemnation of pastiching and posthumous collaborations 
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to see print (aside from Blosser’s panning of de Camp and Carter’s Conan of the Isles in The Howard 

Collector #15), though others soon followed [21,22].  Roark lists the many imitators who concocted tales 

of barbarians to fill the void after Howard’s death and then focuses on de Camp (a photo of whom is 

given).  De Camp, who wrote science fiction for the pulps, recognized Conan’s appeal upon reading Conan 

the Conqueror (Gnome Press, 1950) and ferreted out unpublished and unfinished Conan tales in the 

extensive files of the Kline Literary Agency, which had served REH and was at this time controlled by 

Oscar J. Friend.  De Camp edited, finished, or rewrote these for publication, netting himself a quick profit, 

and then went on to convert REH stories about other, more modern characters into Conan stories, which 

were first published in Tales of Conan (Gnome Press, 1955) and then in later Lancer and Ace paperbacks.  

Unfortunately, de Camp’s lighter, more cerebral style did not mesh well with Howard’s headlong, colorful 

prose, to the point of turning off readers and damaging REH’s reputation.  “This ‘new’ Conan seemed 

devoid of the very traits that originally gave him so much charm: guts, style, and brashness,” Roark 

declares, noting that Howard’s fiction reflected his own highly individualistic personality, which de Camp 

could not be expected to emulate.  “De Camp, in my opinion, either does not have a firm mental image of 

the character as written by Howard, or he tries to change the character to fit his own needs and whims.  (If 

the former statement is true, why in the world is he writing Conan?  If the latter is correct, why is he 

changing something created by another?)” [23] 

 

     The answer to both was the same: profit.  De Camp edited the Lancer and Ace paperbacks so as to 

conform to his chronology of the Conan saga, which included his collaborations and pastiches, often in 

collaboration with writer Lin Carter, whom Roark rates as hopelessly unoriginal.  And, unknown to Roark, 

de Camp killed the Karl Edward Wagner-edited pure REH text Berkley hardbacks and suppressed all 

further such attempts until the Wandering Star editions of 1999 on.  Many people, including several 

REHupans would have to labor at undoing the textual changes, including the bowdlerizations of Donald 

Grant, before those pure editions could emerge.  

 

     Roark generally speaks highly of Roy Thomas’s Marvel comic adaptations and pastiches, saying he 

“handles that comic incarnation as well as anyone can be expected to, in such a limited medium,” though, 

like Fenner earlier in the issue, he complains about Thomas’s monopolization of the writing duties, which 

he says gives a stale feeling to some of the stories.  He also says that most of the incorporations of other 

barbarian characters, such as Kothar, into the Conan mythos do not work.  Still, he concedes that 

“Howard’s popularity owes a lot to Marvel/Thomas.”  Roark concludes with “Everyone … ‘posthumously 

collaborating’ with Howard is getting rich off someone else’s name and fame … and the vultures will 

continue to hover over Cross Plains until the carcass is picked clean and left to rot in the hot Texas sun.” 

[24] 

 

     Aside from some art and some plugs/reviews, issue #3 concludes with REH’s previously unpublished 

oriental adventure “The Brazen Peacock.”  An impressive issue indeed. 

 

     REHupan Brian Earl Brown reviewed REH:LSF #3, finding it a handsome publication, but takes Roark 

to task over his criticism of de Camp in “Vultures over Cross Plains,” picking a variety of nits and 

defending the right of de Camp and others to do posthumous collaborations and pastiches.  Unfortunately, 

Roark did resort too much to statements of opinion instead of facts; it would take Herron [21] to do the 

latter.  Brown doesn’t help his case, though, when he refers to “A Witch Shall Be Born” as a “poor excuse 

for a story.” [25] 

 

     Issue #4, dated spring, 1976, again with a cover price of $3.50, a page count of 64, and no mention of 

print run, has a color front cover by the second-rate Marcus Boas, a back cover by Frazetta, and inside 

covers by Chaykin.  Other artists featured are Jim Steranko, George Barr, Nestor Redondo, the Severins, 

Walt Simonson, and Randy Spurgin.  Unfortunate predictions in the front matter include a dedication to 

“Mr. John Milius—Master Storyteller, Legend Maker.  Destined to create on film what Kipling, Mundy 
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and Howard put forth in prose” and heralding “the name of Boas is expected to become synonymous with 

the term ‘imaginative.’  And remember where you saw him first …” [26]  Would that we couldn’t. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

     In his editorial, Roark makes the asinine statement that, “As a source of light reading, REH is hard to 

beat.  On the other hand, you can’t compare his fiction with the works of Socrates or Aristotle.” [27] True, 

it’s not philosophy.  Quality literary criticism of Howard would have to await later fanzines, like those of 

 

REH:LSF #4 

(spring, 1976); 

cover by Marcus 

Boas. 
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REHupa, REH: Two-Gun Raconteur, The Dark Man, and The Cimmerian, and books like Herron’s The 

Dark Barbarian (Greenwood, 1984). 

 

     Fenner, in his editorial, emphasizes their light, fannish approach.  “Shouldn’t we sit around with a 

morose expression while w pound on a desk and tell everyone how REH was a tragic, misunderstood 

genius?  Naaahh.”  [28]   

 

     There’s no photo portfolio this time, but the editorials are accompanied by two unnamed maidens 

dressed like Red Sonja. 

 

     The initial REH offering is the first publication of 24,000-word Francis X. Gordon (El Borak) 

adventure “Three-Bladed Doom,” a record length for such a fanzine presentation and well illustrated by 

Steranko.  This is the tale’s short version; the longer version (42,000 words) would be published as a Zebra 

paperback in 1977.  De Camp had already Conanified the long version as “The Flame Knife” in Tales of 

Conan (Gnome Press, 1955).  At the Houstoncon in June, 1977, Roark mentioned to fanzinist Damon 

Sasser that “the Howard ending was flat, with Gordon being unconscious at the end of the story,” so he 

had rewritten the ending.  In fact, the opening and closing pages were radically altered, plus lines of dialog 

were added or deleted and some names were changed, adding nearly 1100 words and amounting to a near-

rewrite of the entire story, of course rendering it less effective.  Sasser also found changes, though minor, 

in other REH stories published in REH:LSF and Chacal #1 [29].  This is the version of “Three-Bladed 

Doom” that was published in The “New” Howard Reader #7; the restored version was finally published 

in REH: Two-Gun Raconteur #10 in 2006 and in El Borak and Other Desert Adventures (Del Rey, 2010).     

 

     Next comes a 4-page portfolio by Boas based on REH’s “The Gods of Bal-Sagoth,” about whose 

melancholy hero Roark and Fenner say: 

 

Black Turlogh had them all beat, from Conan to Kane, for the honor of being “crazy,” as 

he can be described in this excerpt: “… a strange, bitter man, a terrible warrior and a 

crafty strategist, but one whom sudden bursts of strange madness made a marked man 

even in that land and age of madmen.”  Perhaps crazy is too strong a term; why not just 

mark him down as moody?  Very moody. [30] 

 

I would add that, since Howard wrote so convincingly by injecting himself into his central characters, we 

may infer that he himself was very moody, as Lord says in REH:LSF #2. 

 

     The first interview of the issue is a 3-page one of “one of the most controversial figures currently 

involved with the fiction of REH:  L. Sprague de Camp” (including photos).  Updating Roark’s preamble, 

de Camp (1907-2000) was the respected author of about a hundred books and well over 300 short stories 

and articles over more than half a century, from juvenile fiction to textbooks, but is mainly remembered 

now for his science fiction and fantasy.  Roark  and Fenner say, “It would be safe to speculate that much 

of his present-day recognition can be attributed to his association with REH’s ever-popular Conan series” 

[31], though fortunately this fact is well on the way to becoming a historical footnote due to the availability 

of pure REH texts.  Roark admits there is a range of popular opinion about de Camp’s pastiches from 

approval to rejection.  Today most opinion skews toward the latter. 

 

     Considering his article “Vultures over Cross Plains” in the previous issue, it is somewhat surprising 

that Roark would approach de Camp for an interview and even more so that de Camp would agree to one.  

Whether one regards it as damage control or not, one has to give de Camp credit for gamely facing up to 

his critics, even to the point of entering their dens. 

     Asked what his first impressions were of Howard upon reading him in the 1950s, de Camp states: 
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That REH was a natural storyteller, writing with tremendous action, color, and emotional 

impact, marred by haste and slipshod carelessness, resulting in inconsistencies and 

anachronisms. 

 

As I read more of REH’s stories and learned more about him, I realized that they suffer 

from the restricted circumstances of his life.  He had never been away from Texas and 

adjacent areas; he knew few people outside his own milieu; and he led a withdrawn, 

isolated life.  Hence his stories depicting the Shanghai waterfront or San Franciscan “high 

society” are caricatures.  In a letter to Lovecraft, REH admitted that his Orientals were 

merely “Englishmen and Irishmen in turbans and sandals.”  His views on human 

relationships, too, were naïve and immature.  These limitations, which a normal lifespan 

might have cured, were no serious disadvantage in writing for the pulps of the 1930s, 

most of whose readers were equally unsophisticated. [32] 

 

It is now known that Howard put in a good deal of research on the background and setting of his major 

tales, and that any inconsistencies and anachronisms are actually rather trivial.  Still, de Camp’s statement 

that the stories needed editing would support his approach, which also facilitated his fitting them into his 

version of the Conan canon. 

 

     De Camp says he wrote the Conan pastiches in order to strengthen his position in litigation with Gnome 

Press publisher Martin Greenberg over reprinting Conan stories left in limbo by the bankruptcy of the 

Lancer paperback line.  In doing so, he tried to capture the style and feel of REH’s prose, while trying “to 

avoid his egregious blunders,” which he doesn’t specify, but which would undoubtedly include the issue 

of stirrups that I covered in a previous zine [33].  De Camp began to collaborate with Lin Carter in 

pastiching when they became friends in the 1960s because they were both aficionados of heroic fantasy 

and he thought a collaboration between them would come closer to capturing REH’s spirit and style than 

either of them alone.  However, REHupan Morgan Holmes believes it was because de Camp was insecure 

about his own ability to write Sword and Sorcery [34].  

 

     “As for exploiting REH for my own profit,” de Camp declares, “he’s dead and so can’t mind, and his 

heirs—a widowed elderly mother and widowed middle-aged daughter—in Texas have, I think, profited 

much more as a result of my efforts than they otherwise would have.  So who’s complaining?”  REH fans, 

of course, but de Camp says, “that’s their problem.” [35]  He found it fairly simple to Conanify the non-

Conan tales “because REH’s heroes were mostly cut from the same cloth.”  As to what he felt were the 

vital elements of a good REH Conan adventure, de Camp opines: 

 

The vital element is their headlong narrative drive.  Moreover, I think REH’s personal 

psychological quirks contributed greatly to the emotional intensity of his stories—his 

paranoid delusions of persecution.  That, I suspect, is one reason that some readers do not 

like Carter’s and my Conan stories nearly so well as Howard’s:  we are not crazy the way 

he was, and hence we find his emotional intensity hard to imitate. [36] 

 

De Camp declines to go into the reasons for the friction between him and Glenn Lord.  Without mentioning 

Lord, he says the sources for his biography of REH (in Literary Swordsmen and Sorcerers, Arkham 

House, 1976) were fan magazines, other articles, and interviews personally and by mail of people who 

had known Howard, though he says, “I wouldn’t consider trying a book-length work on him because he 

didn’t live long enough to support such a work on a commercial basis.”  Of course he was to do this 

anyway with his Dark Valley Destiny (Bluejay Books, 1983). 

 

     In a letter in REH: LSF’s first letter column, that same issue, de Camp, while denying he ever said the 

success of the Conan series lay mainly with him, states:   
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It is, however, also true that I edited or rewrote some of the stories for publication by 

Greenberg; had the idea of the paperbacked series; made the rounds of the publishers until 

I came to Lancer books; negotiated the publishing contracts; recommended Glenn Lord 

as agent for the Howard heirs; edited the manuscripts; completed fragmentary stories; 

organized the books; wrote introductions to the books and to individual stories; collected 

the money; divided among the authors; kept the accounts; fought, at my own expense and 

risk, two costly and time-consuming legal actions (one still going on) to protect the rights 

of the living authors and the Howard heirs; and have generally managed this property for 

the last twelve years.  During this period, several man-years of my wife’s and my working 

time have been consumed by Conan.  At the start, the property was considered of trivial 

value by several publishers who rejected my proposals.  All the above actions were done 

with their [sic] knowledge and concurrence of the Howard heirs or their representatives.  

All these statements can be documented.  What part these events have played in the 

success of the series, the reader must judge. [37]  

 

     The second interview is a 4-page one of John Severin, artist at EC, Crestwood, and Marvel Comics.  

He inked the penciling of his sister Marie on Marvel’s Kull comics, giving them a realistic feel different 

from Conan. 

 

     The interviews were followed by a Sword and Sorcery story parody by Bill Wallace and Joe Pumilia 

and the play “Incident at Cross Plains” by Ben Indick, a member of REHupa and the Hyperborian League 

who later contributed to The Dark Barbarian.  The play was a fable mixing scenes of Howard, his family, 

his characters, exploiters of his fiction, and H. P. Lovecraft to comment on REH’s personality and that 

exploitation.  Indick later said that de Camp, whom he idolized, sent him a card expressing his appreciation 

of the play [38]. 

 

     The letter column closing the issue (aside from plugs/reviews) includes the aforementioned missive 

from de Camp as well as ones from Dirk Mosig, Dennis McHaney, and Wayne Warfield.  The latter calls 

REH: LSF #3 “one of the finest fan mags ever published in the fantasy genre” and defends de Camp as 

having done “a lot for Howard and Conan at a time when no one else worried about it!” [39] 

 

     In his editorial, Fenner had promised to talk in issue #5 about copyright infringement, “being accused 

of publishing porno,” etc.  But it was not to be, because Fenner and Roark decided to put REH:LSF on 

hiatus (which turned out to be permanent) while they tried “an experiment of sorts” with a new magazine 

that would “span the genres …, exploring the various facets of fantasy and science fiction without turning 

off the fringe fans or the dyed-in-the-wool enthusiasts.”  And so they began Chacal, a slick prozine named 

after the French word for “jackal, a creature whose nourishment is gained from feeding off of any and 

every thing.” [40] 

 

     Chacal #1, dated winter, 1976 and running 57 pages with a cover price of $3.50, was published by 

Fenner’s Nemedian Chronicles.  It led off with two first REH publications, his Middle Eastern adventure 

“The Road of Azrael” and his poem “The Ballad of Singapore Nell” (the latter omitted from the Table of 

Contents).  They were followed by an interview with science fantasy author C. L. Moore (with photos) 

and stories by Howard Waldrop, Tom Reamy, David C. Smith, and Karl Edward Wagner (KEW).  
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     Moore tells Roark that her first story, “Shambleau,” was bought by editor Farnsworth Wright for Weird 

Tales for $100.  She corresponded briefly with REH, with whom she had some common (unspecified) 

background, and says “he seemed interesting and had a good mind.”  What a couple they would have 

made!  She even wrote westerns for TV.  Smith’s story was headed by the “Time races on …” version of 

REH’s poem “Futility.”  Jeff Easley is represented by color cover (inspired by “Queen of the Black Coast”) 

and a 4-page portfolio based on KEW’s “Reflections on the Winter of My Soul.”  Ben Indick contributes 

an article on the life and art of Hannes Bok, accompanied by a photo and art samples.  The issue concludes 

 

Chacal #1 

(winter, 

1976); 

cover by 

Jeff Easley. 
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with UK and US publishing news, and contains art by Jon Gerung, Boas, Tim Kirk, Nestor Redondo, John 

Tibbetts, Frazetta, Clyde Caldwell, David Ireland, Fabian, and Corben (back cover). 

 

     Roark fell out with Fenner before the next issue, though, over the Corben portfolio “Demon’s Breath,” 

for which Roark took money for, did not publish for years, and at the World Fantasy Convention of 1976 

blamed the delay on Fenner, who hadn’t been involved [41].  Roark then absconded with money from 

Fenner that should have gone to contributors to REH:LSF and Chacal, as well as subscription fees that 

people had paid him for a projected fanzine, as well as all the manuscripts, art, and cash from the fanzine 

Eldritch Tales edited by Crispin Burnham [42].  In his Chacal #2 editorial, Fenner says: 

 

Let us simply say that the former editor was given, perhaps unfairly, more responsibility 

and control than he was capable of effectively handling and for those reasons he was 

replaced.  Byron was always quite individualistic and I’m afraid that his psychological 

make-up couldn’t permit him to share credit with anyone on a project and be satisfied.  

Needless to say, I sincerely hope that he will be happier in his other pursuits and I wish 

him luck. [43] 

 

Roark was never heard of again. 

 

     The 72-page second issue of Chacal, dated spring 1977, was published by Fenner’s Daemon Graphics 

with a cover price of $3.50.  It presents two more REH first appearances, the poems “Daughter of Evil” 

and “(The) Palace of Bast,” both illustrated by Frazetta, but without the usual mention of Lord.  Writer 

and feminist Pat Cadigan is welcomed as the new associate editor.  The issue contains stories by Waldrop, 

KEW (the Kane tale “Raven’s Eye”), Cadigan, Bill Wallace, Joe Pumilia, David C. Smith, and Steven 

Utley; an interview by KEW of horror author (and his mentor) Manly Wade Wellman; artwork by Easley 

(including the color cover), Steranko, Fenner, Randy Spurgin, Kirk, Jim Fitzpatrick (including a 3-page 

“Celtia” portfolio), Caldwell, J. Rutt, Fabian, Vikki Marshall, Phillippe Druillet (including an article on 

him by Dave McFerran), the Severins, Jim Pitts, and Alicia Austin (back cover); and publishing news. 

 

     A novella by REH had been promised for the next issue, but problems started occurring after Chacal 

#2.  There was a run-in between Fenner and KEW over the publication of the latter’s “Raven’s Eye.”  

Fenner never returned the manuscript, despite repeated requests for it.  As consequences of this, David 

Drake pulled a story that was to appear in Chacal and Wellman refused to submit any stories [44]. 

 

     Fenner decided to launch still another prozine, Shayol.  Its first issue debuted in November, 1977, 

featuring fiction by Waldrop, Lisa Tuttle, S. Dale, Reamy, Bruce Holt, and Mark Laidlaw; an abridged 

reprint of KEW’s “The Once a Future Kane” from REH:LSF #1 (now titled “Heroic Fantasy: The Once 

and Future Kane”); an interview with Reamy (published the same month as his untimely death); and art 

by Roger Stine, Barry Smith, Caldwell, the Severins, Jan Schwab, Kirk, Marshall, Frazetta, Fitzpatrick, 

Hank Jankus, Barr, Easley (a 4-page “The Hobbit” portfolio), Robert Haas, and Fabian; and reviews.  

Cadigan was elevated to editor.  In his editorial, Fenner explains: 

 

[W]e’re aiming for wider distribution and an expanded audience.  Chacal was not 

reaching everyone that we hoped it would.  Reviewers had pigeon-holed us as a journal 

of “s&s in the Robert E. Howard vein, horror, and fantasy,” which was only about one 

quarter of what we were all about.  No matter what we printed, we remained a “Howardian 

fanzine” in most people’s eyes—many fantasy and science fiction readers passed us by 

without a second glance (despite critically acclaimed fantasies Howard Waldrop in no. 1 

and Pat Cadigan in no. 2, both of whom were nominated for the British Fantasy Award), 

and REH fans were disappointed to discover we weren’t exactly slanted in their direction. 

…   
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Shadows, big fat ones, were hanging over Chacal as well.  Difficulties with a former 

business associate continued to cause numerous headaches and few were able to divorce 

his image from that of the magazine.  I got tired of taking flack for things I knew 

absolutely nothing about and became fed up with finding out that most everything I took 

for granted was someone else’s deluded idea of the truth [45]. 

 

     And Shayol never did feature anything by or about REH.  This is not surprising, since Fenner’s editor 

had said they would quit publishing REH: LSF when there was no longer any good REH fiction to print, 

but it certainly indicates how shallow their dedication to the author was.  Six more issues of Shayol were 

published in 1978, 1979, 1981, 1981, 1982, and 1985.  Fenner and Cadigan were Fan Guests of Honor at 

fanzinist Jonathan Bacon’s 1979 fantasy convention Fool-Con II.  At the 1981 World Fantasy Convention, 

Cadigan and Fenner won a Special Award–Non-professional for their work on Shayol; they had been 

nominated for it in 1979 and 1980.  Fenner also did artwork in Eldritch Tales, Fantasy Newsletter, The 

Howard Review, REH: Two-Gun Raconteur, and The Savage Sword of Conan and reviewed the prozine 

Ariel #1 in the fanzine Fantasy Crossroads #10/11. 

 

     At the 1991 World Fantasy Convention, Fenner won a Special Award—Non-professional as a designer 

for Ziesing and Ursus Books.  He went on to edit and publish, through Underwood Books, the well-

regarded annual collection Spectrum: The Best in Contemporary Fantastic Art with his wife Cathy, which 

has run through 16 volumes since 1995.  Spectrum was nominated for a Best Non-fiction Hugo Award in 

1995, 1996, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2003, and 2004 and for the Best Related Book Hugo Award in 2009.  The 

Fenners run an annual art contest in connection with the book.  Arnie or the Fenners have also edited 

acclaimed books of art by Frazetta, namely Frank Frazetta: Master of Fantasy Art (Taschen, 1999), Icon: 

A Retrospective by the Grand Master of Fantastic Art (Underwood, 1998), Legacy: Selected Paintings & 

Drawings by the Grand Master of Fantastic Art Frank Frazetta  (Underwood, 1999), and Testament: A 

Celebration of the Life & Art of Frank Frazetta (Underwood, 2001), as well as Frazetta’s Rough Work: 

Concept Art, Doodles, and Sketchbook Drawings (Underwood, 2007); art books spotlighting Jeffrey 

Jones, Robert McGinnis, Ilene Meyer, John Jude Palencar, and Gahan Wilson; and such books as Strange 

Days: Aliens, Adventurers, Devils, and Dames (Underwood,  2009).  Arnie has also designed or painted 

covers or illustrations for Fantasy Review and Locus magazines and a number of books, and wrote the 

forward for Offerings: The Art of Brom (Paper Tiger, 2001).  At the 2001 World Fantasy Convention, the 

Fenners were nominated for a Special Award—Non-professional. 

 

     Had this been the last REH fandom heard from Fenner, his reputation as far as Howard was concerned 

would have been securely positive, if somewhat limited.  But an ill omen came when he commented, in 

Icon, that REH is “not, by current standards, a great writer.”  When the 2000s saw the publication of the 

Wandering Star, Del Rey, and Wildside books, his friend Tim Underwood saw the opportunity to package 

some public-domain Conan stories and poor reproductions of Frazetta and Brom paintings as the book … 

And Their Memory Was a Bitter Tree …: Queen of the Black Coast & Others (Black Bart Books, 2008).  

Fenner was asked to provide an introduction and illustrations for the book.  But choosing a person who 

had gafiated in the 1970s to do a forward on an author on whom he was nowhere near being an expert was 

a particularly bad choice, especially when Howard scholarship had come so far in the past three decades 

and could have been tapped by means of such organizations as REHupa.  Predictably, the introduction 

was a train wreck of ignorance and lack of appreciation. 

 

     The forward starts with a blunder about boxing history [46] and soon makes misstatements about 

Howard not having had the many jobs he claimed, not being bullied, and not being as tough as he portrayed 

himself to be in his correspondence.  Regarding his fixation with suicide, Fenner states: “Difficulties most 

would consider minor seemed insurmountable to Howard.” [47]  One wonders if he includes surviving 

the Great Depression or taking care of his dying mother; maybe he is referring to his grief over the death 
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of his dog.  “More importantly,” he continues, “his co-dependent relationship with his mother—a 

relationship that prompted him to live at home at an age when his friends were marrying and raising 

families—reinforced the self-destructive feelings that surfaced whenever her health deteriorated.”  

 

 

 
 

 

 

     Surveying the publishing history of the Conan stories (as if Howard wrote little else) and the later 

pastiches and posthumous collaborations, Fenner says “Roy Thomas’ rewrites were more extensive than 

 

… And Their 

Memory Was a 

Bitter Tree … 

(Black Bart 

Books, 2008); 

cover by Frank 

Frazetta. 
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de Camp’s (and arguably worse)…” [48], though one wonders how comic book adaptations could be 

otherwise.  And then he really steps in it: 

 

Then at the turn of the century, Wandering Star published a handful of beautiful illustrated 

collector editions of Howard’s work, some of which were reprinted into softcover by Del 

Rey.  Featuring the original versions of REH’s stories from his manuscripts—unedited 

and with his suggested titles restored—these were intended to be the definitive, untainted 

works of Robert E. Howard.  The assumption being, of course, that REH didn’t need 

editing, not by Wright, de Camp, or anyone else—a questionable assertion.  Because, 

while Robert certainly was a tremendously gifted storyteller with a wholly original voice, 

capable of spinning an exciting yarn in first draft that could capture his reader’s 

imagination … he simply wasn’t a great writer. 

 

While there are hints of subtlety to be found in his best stories and passages that are 

affecting and memorable, his writing is more rudimentary than lyrical and there is very 

little variety in his fiction.  His characters are essentially very similar, regardless of the 

setting or time period (which naturally facilitated most of the posthumous tinkering) and 

he often recycled his plots and repeated situations, phrases, and descriptions.  Attention 

to detail never got in the way of the story Howard wanted to tell (as is readily apparent in 

the unexpurgated texts)—and that’s where a good editor can be important. [49] 

 

     The forward enraged so many REH fans that a boycott of Memory was mounted, and response from 

the blogosphere was swift.  REHupan and REH biographer Mark Finn scores Fenner for believing de 

Camp’s myth that Howard was a paranoid haunted by unseen enemies, when in fact there were good 

reasons why he and others packed guns; it was part of Texas culture to this day.  Finn challenges Fenner’s 

doubts about REH’s toughness and his having been bullied, saying: 

 

That whole paragraph that Fenner wrote is so chock-full of misinformation and flat-out 

wrongness, it makes me wonder why on earth it was ever included.  What does this have 

to do with Conan?  Or Frazetta?  Or the two together?  Doesn’t it sound rather like Fenner 

is just slightly contemptuous of Howard, if not judgmental?  He sure hasn’t taken any 

clues from the introductions to the Del Rey volumes, which actually manage to introduce 

and comment upon the texts featured without abject character assassination or snarky 

asides about the author. [50]    

 

Finn points out that there is ample evidence to suggest that REH was clinically depressed for as long as 8 

years and that his mother’s deteriorating condition wasn’t the primary factor in his decision to end his life, 

even if that fact had any place in an introduction about Howard’s fiction.  Questioning why anyone would 

want to deride the writing abilities of an author who wrote the book one is trying to sell (much as de Camp 

did), Finn declares, “Fenner’s an imbecile.  Either that, or he is willfully ignorant of the handful of 

significant critical advances that have occurred in the two decades when he was warming up to Frazetta 

and forgetting that he used to publish Robert E. Howard fanzines.  Either way, this man has no business 

waxing intellectual about Robert E. Howard.” [50]  He goes on to rebut Fenner’s deprecations about the 

quality of REH’s style and the variety of his characters and settings. 

 

     REHupan and frequent de Camp apologist Gary Romeo responded by denying that Fenner could have 

gotten his doubts of REH’s toughness from de Camp.  He further finds evidence of de Camp’s lack of 

influence in citations of three critics who thought even less of REH as a writer than de Camp did.  Finally, 

he warns that seeking an introduction only from “admiring critics” would result in a stifling of thought, 

“sameness, and rigidity in all things related to Robert E. Howard.” [51] 
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     Fenner replied to Finn by reaffirming his opinions.  “It’s a big world and the last time I looked there 

was room in it for more than one opinion,” [52] as if knowledge and merit have nothing to do with 

anything. 

 

     Finn countered that neither Romeo nor Fenner had answered his main points.  The problem with 

Fenner’s introduction was: 

 

It’s more of the “damning with faint praise” structure that de Camp used in all his intros.  

Bring up the personal demons, if there are any, and then throw a couple of knocks at 

Howard’s technical proficiency, and then finish up with “… but he sure could tell a hell 

of a story.”  That’s the de Camp influence, and it’s so pervasive because, as you [Romeo] 

like to point out, the Lancers were simply so successful. [53] 

 

Finn adds that no other author gets the disparaging treatment from critics that REH does even if they had 

serious psychological problems or tragic ends.  He points out it was the research and scholarship done by 

REHupans, Herron, and other activists and promulgated through new book introductions, fanzines like 

The Cimmerian and REH: Two-Gun Raconteur, Dark Horse comics, Web sites, and Internet groups that 

enabled people like Leo Grin to face down uninformed critics like John Clute [54] and got the good word 

out to readers, convention attendees, and critics about Howard’s writings, thereby elevating his literary 

standing.  “Just once, can we let his work stand for itself without propping it up on the outlines of Howard’s 

mythical and fictitious biography?” [53]  

 

     REHupan Rusty Burke joined the fray, taking issue first with Fenner’s distinction between a writer and 

a storyteller (REH “made his living by writing.  And by the time of his death, at the young age of 30, he 

was damned good at it.”) and then with Fenner’s baseless conjecture that REH’s fiction needed editing by 

Wright, de Camp, or anyone.  Burke, after all, was the series editor of the Wandering Star and Del Rey 

pure-text editions.  He says Wright had, in fact, exercised an exceptionally light editorial hand, limiting it 

largely to accepting or rejecting a story.  Burke adds that REH rarely wrote stories, as Fenner has it, in a 

single draft, but in fact usually wrote multiple drafts [55].  Lastly, he rejects Fenner’s judgment that there 

was anything unusual in REH’s living unmarried with his mother, which in fact was common in rural 

communities during the Depression [56].  Sidney-Fryer makes a good case that, not only was Howard’s 

situation not uncommon, it was essential for him (as it was for Lovecraft and Clark Ashton Smith in 

similar situations) to survive and thrive as an artist [57].   

 

     And so Fenner will forever have a stain on his escutcheon as far as REH is concerned, and we hope 

never to hear of any further attempts by him at literary criticism. 

 

     In September, 2010, Underwood Books plans to publish Sword’s Edge: Paintings Inspired by the 

Works of Robert E. Howard, collecting art by Manuel Pérez Clemente, better known as Sanjulian, edited 

by the Fenners and Manuel Awad. 

 

     McHaney published some letters from Fenner and Roark about REH:LSF, his own The Howard 

Review, and other fanzines [58-60].  Roark reveals the print run of REH:LSF #2 was 1000 copies.  Fenner 

mentions that Chacal #1 sold well.  

       

     Van Hise has indexed the contents of REH:LSF [61].  Collectable copies of REH:LSF #1-4 and Chacal 

#1 and #2 now sell for about $30, $30, $20, $15, $20, and $20 respectively. 
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THE  ROBERT E. HOWARD  BIBLIOGRAPHY  OF  SECONDARY  

SOURCES,  PART  V 

 
The list of articles below is complete insofar as it contains all items relating to Howard, excepting those 

by Howard himself (being primary references and cataloged elsewhere) and those inspired by Howard, 

such as poems by others (being primary references by those authors).  It is in alphabetical order by author 

and then by title.  The abstract, if any, is in brackets.  
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